
















THIS BOOK IS DEDICATED TO
LENNY BRUCE

AND TO ALL OTHER POSSIBLE FUTURE
SCIENTISTS TO WHOM THE WORLD OF

TOMORROW BELONGS.
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"MSstoF'tSe luxuries, and manywine so-

called comforts, of life are not only not

indispensable, but positive hinderances to

the elevatioii of mankind."
r Thoreau
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Ice Cream is one of the pur<

the time we were little chi

presented to us as a reward,

never had to eat your ice c

always wanted to do. What
of the smooth, oozing, glisti

cream on your tongue?
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of human pleasures. From
en, ice cream was always

delight, a celebration. You
am. It was something you
)uld be better than the feel

ng flow of cool, creamy ice
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DURING A ONE WEEK PERIOD IN
1960, PROGRAMS CARRIED BY
THE SEVEN TELEVISION
STATIONS IN LOS ANGELES IN-

CLUDED NO LESS THAN 114

MURDERS, 128 ATTEMPTED
MURDERS, AND 49 "JUSTIFIABLE"
KILLINGS, IN ADDITION TO 9

KIDNAPPINGS, 2 SUICIDES, 3

ATTEMPTED RAPES, AND 6

SITUATIONS IN WHICH MEN
WERE SUBJECTED TO PHYSICAL
TORTURE.







Look, Dick.

See Jane work.

Jane can work.

Work, work, work.

Dick Jane Sally





Pinky Lee
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344 COMMUNICATION • COMMUNISM

A Communist Youth Group

COMMUNISM In the United States many
people own their own homes, farms, and

businesses. Everyone is free to choose the

kind of wori< he wants to do. In communist

countries, things are quite different. Under

communism, the state owns all the land

and runs all the businesses. The goal is for

no one to be rich and no one poor. All are

supposed to work and share equally.

The term "communism" has been used

for only a little more than loo years. It

came into use after The Communist Mani-

festo was written by Karl Marx and Fried-

rich Engels of Germany. The first country

to be ruled by a communist government is

the Soviet Union. Under the leadership of

Nikolai Lenin and others, communists took

control of the country by force in the Bol-

shevik (BOL she vik) Revolution of 1917.

To some people, communism sounds like

a pleasant way of living. The Soviet Union

and Communist China have certainly made
great advances in science and industry.

But life has not been very pleasant in any

country where communism has been tried.

Communist rulers have enforced their rule

harshly. The people have had very little

freedom. They have been told not only

what work they must do, but also what

they should think, study, and believe.

People who believe in communism are

often called "reds," because red is the main

color in the communist flag. Because of the

lack of freedom in communist countries

"communist" and "red" are dreaded words

to many. ( See SOCIALISM; UNION OF SO-

VIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.)



WE ARE GOOD CITIZENS
A good citizen is one who obeys the laws. We are good

citizens when we follow the rules at home and obey our

mother and our father.

We are good citizens when we obey the laws of our city

and country and obey the policeman. Our mothers and

fathers must obey the laws, too.



THE PEOPLE HAVE HAD VERY LITTLE
FREEDOM. THEY HAVE BEEN TOLD
NOT ONLY WHAT WORK THEY MUST
DO, BUT ALSO WHAT THEY SHOULD
THINK, STUDY, AND BELIEVE.
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"BROTHER! She sure let me have it!

And all because I tried for one little kiss on

a night that was made for kissing.

"I figured that on such a night a gal

should feel romantic about the man she is

practically engaged to.

"But a guy can be wrong. How wrong*
she told me in no uncertain terms.

"Naturally, I did something about it. So,

when next Saturday rolled around, we
both saw stars . . . the big, romantic

kind."





"GIVE 600

THE GOBY!
says

BERT PARKS
— Star of TV hit, "Breok «he Bank"

"America used to be the big youth place in

everybody's imagination," John Lennon observed

Lovabk
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in 1966, "They had teenagers and everywhere else

just had people."
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Active on Dorm Council and interested in music is Phyllis StoUer.
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Phil Forester watched champ to see that he minded his own business.



Freshmen were graphically shown the fate that awaited them if they did not obey the stern ultimatum

and wear their tell-tale dinks.

Beta Theta Pi yearbook picture from 1959.



ft
Ernie Vur{;u» (nilli u hole in his heud) smiled

I*, prettiehty went on to hccunie lUe winning **eek.''
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CALIFORNIA
Now The Most

Populated
State in the Un'on

Recreation *
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The only Indian America ever cared about.

**We have now
to do with another

race. They were
few and weak

when our grandfathers
first met them, but
the)' are now man)'
and powerful. . . .The)'

have made many laws,
and these the rich may

break but the poor
ma)' not. The)'
take monc)' from
the poor and
weak to support
the rich..."
— Tatanka Yotanka (Sitting

Bull). Huiikpapa Sioux, 1834-

1890



Man sticks head in alligator's mouth.

^^

Man sticks head

in tiger's mouth
(while on back

of elephant).

Tiger sticks man's head in tiger's mouth.

Elephant stomps on lady's head. Man triumphs.
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Sports iiiustraceci

ALCINDOR PARALYZED THE NCAA
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Why is it that you Know exactly where you were, who

told you, and what you did right after you heard that

John Kennedy was killed?
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Live radioifflBcription from Dallas.
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Games have rules. These rules help boys and

girls to be fair and learn to take turns. The
rules make the game more fun for everyone.

In school, children who do not follow the

rules will not be asked to play the game.



CMft Proposal lor Air Raid Shelirr in Private Hornet
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ing their illness, we can't ex- 1 Miami's Jackson Memorial should use cow dung — but it

pect to heal them swiftly and
I
Hospital's psychiatric center ' should be mixed with an anti-

H It Were Up te Afe, IV Give Every Policeman a Macliine Gun,
Roy Rogers, who played the "good guy" in more than 100 West- C-«- p^^, Pn/turr

eras, thinks that in real life the "bad guys" are getting too many •**»/* ndf nOgerS
breaks.

"The police are hamstrung. We
won't let them do their job anymore,"
the King of the Cowboys, now 59, said.

"If it were up to me," he told The
ENQUIRER. "I'd give every police-

man a machine gun.
"Our courts are clogged up with a

big backlog of cases.
"Criminals are released as fast as

they're arrested and the police aren't

properly paid. No wonder everything's
falling apart.

"And the courts? I lost all respect
for them when they took prayer out
of the schools," he added.

The growth in movie violence also

troubled Roy. "Say what you like

about our pictures (the many he made
with his wife, Dale Evans), but right
won over wrong, and we may have
fought the bad guy but we didn't blow
him up before your eyes or rip him
open with a knife.

"Seeing stuff like that has to do
something to a kid's nuBd,"
Roy said.

"I wouldn't let my horse,
Trigger, see some of the mov-
ies that they've got out today,"

WINNING TEAM: Roy Rogers, his wife. Dole

Evons, and his horse, Trigger, mode nnony pop-

ular Westerns together.

n^u WELDER 18
WELD • BRAZE • SOLDER • CUT

How to get a g
new look f^^'"^'

When Shirley Temple came to call in 1937, Hoover wore the

special badge of her make-believe police force on his lapel and

signed her autograph book.

J. Edgar Hoover standing in his

office with the Lone Ranger .
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NTED FBI
IMTERSTATI FIMHT • MUKDm, KWMPHM
ANGELA YVONNE DAVIS

FBI So. 867,61.if,

l'h..l..);r«()h taken 1970
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Seeing stuff like that has to do something to a kid s

head," Roy said.
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tra:!;> of man and for Vi«
that drives them to cap
the,' mtjst cop to r

3ve done il

They were told not only what work they

must do but also what they should

think, st^dy, and believe.

"If ya stick around here ya gonna get busted"

Lenny Bruce was busted nine times in two
years for "obscenity" and drugs. "What I want
the people, my friends, to dig is the lie.

Respectability means under the covers ... I saw
the whole thing was a mockery . . . there's no
good-bad. People are made to measure up.

Pleasure has become a dirty word ... so when I

pulled the covers off, the crime I committed, I

didn't have anything to replace it."

Lenny Bruce didn't keep his mouth shut. He
kept crying out that it was a lie and it didn't have

to be that way at all. When it finally got to be too

much for even his strength to battle, he split.
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Young Dick Nixcm
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l;st 1

choosing a Vocation

Long ago, man had little choice of the kind of work

he wanted to do. His job was to provide food, shelter,

and clothing for the support of his family.

Today we enjoy many things that require special

skills to make and maintain. These skills require

on-the-job training or education in a university,

college, or trade school. It is well known that some

men and women have more ability as craftsmen than

others. People also differ in what they like to do.

A person is happier and more prospei'ous if he has

chosen his vocation carefully. It is a wise policy to

seek help from teachers, counselors, and other adults

in making a suitable selection.

One will need to answer questions such as these:

What vocations are there to consider?

> What are the duties and responsibilities of the

workers in each vocation or occupation?

- Do I have the personal qualifications?

What preparation or education is necessary?

^^^lat particular vocations have you considered?

List them here:

Write about a vocation you have thought about.

Use as many of the words in your lists as you can.

WORD'

64

experience

eastern

success

wonder

manager

industry

reading

choose

need

held

health

often

office

important

forest

interesting

LIST 2

choice

support

university

ability

policy

suitable

consider

duties

occupation

particular

LIST 3

appropriate

wages

requirements

prefer

judgment

possibility

merit

satisfaction

selection

enable





Whai are you goiag lo

lie wheD yoD grow up?
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'1 won't grow up. I don't want to be a man." Peter Pan
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The Miracles of Electronics

For approximately 75 years, the knowledge of bril-

liant scientists like Edison, Fleming, and De Forest

gradually brought about the electronic age. Have

you approached an entrance where the door opens

before you as if by magic? Have you eaten delicious,

tender roast beef cooked in two minutes? Have you

seen fruit sealed in a can and preserved for years

without regular cooking? Electronics does it!

Silent electronic "brains," sensitive to thousands of

color shades, work day and night sorting oranges by

color. They open garage doors at the sound of the

auto horn. They bring an image of an object in the

dark to play upon a radar screen. They smell, kill

germs, televise, and guard banks and industrial

plants. In the laboratory of the scientists, electronics

has been developed to perform such miracles.
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/ am the adventurer on a voyage of discovery,

ready to receive fresh impressions, eager for fresh horizons,

not in the spirit of a militant conqueror to impose

myself or my ideas, but to identify myself in, and

unify with whatever I am able to recognize as

significantly part ofme : the "me" of universal rhythms.

Edward Weston
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This book was created by the four of us.

Phillip Savenick Louis Schwartzberg Stephen Chipps with Jeff Weber




